Synopsis
When Richard Carson, an unassuming electrician wakes up in a tub of ice, in a motel room
somewhere in India. He is the victim of organ harvesting and his kidney has been taken. His wife
Dr. Jane Carson is missing.
After some investigation, it’s revealed that Jane is being held against her will in the motel room
next to his. Only being able to communicate through a vent and a small hole in the wall, they
must use the items in the room to survive. In the struggle beforehand, Jane has dropped her
purse in Richard’s room and inside is her prescription for codeine and her cell phone.
While there is no phone reception in his room, they pass the
phone thought he vent and the reception in her room
works fine. And they call 911 for help and the police
trace the cell phone, they discover they are in an
abandoned motel in the middle of nowhere
and it’ll take at least 45 minutes for help
to arrive. As they wait for salvation,
they discuss how they got into the
situation and the truth begins to
unfold.
Everything isn’t as it seems and it
looks like they were set-up. They now
must combine their wits and skills
and it’s a race against the clock to try
to escape before the organ harvesters
return and finish the job.
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INTERVIEW WITH THE DIRECTOR.
to wake with is kidney missing.
The idea never left me, and I even
thought of turning it into a stage
play. Eventually I wrote it out and
when I moved to LA, I filmed it
within the first few months of being
here.
:: WERE YOU INVOLVED
CREATIVELY ANY OTHER WAY?
I have my hand in every aspect of
the film. Just watch the credits.
Everything from sound, to music,
to building the set. All the special
effects, sound, music. This is what
you have to do when you are making
an ultra-low budget film.
:: WHO ARE THE PEOPLE YOU
SURROUND YOURSELF WITH?
Marc Morgenstern, the independent
director/writer of the Hitchcockianstyle sensation Vitals.
Marc has been directing since
2003 with his first feature film The
Vampire Conspiracy, and since then
he has gone on to direct television,
commercials, documentaries and
now his second feature film the
horror/thriller Vitals.
Marc is Repped by Justin Ross
and Susan Ferris at Bohemia
Entertainment Group.
:: WHAT TYPE OF PROJECT IS
VITALS?
A man wakes up in a motel room, in
a tub of ice, missing his kidney. His
wife has been captured and is in the
next room. They originally took their
vacation to India to work on their
troubled marriage and now they
must put their differences aside and
work together to escape before the
organ harvesters return to finish the
job.
Vitals is a modern day psychological
horror/thriller that touches on fears
that we all have while vacationing in
a foreign land.
:: WHAT DREW YOU TO THIS
PROJECT?
I was originally part of a producer’s
collective in 2003. We would get
together and discuss how we could
all make a movie. I eventually went
beyond them and directed my first
feature the Vampire Conspiracy.
But it was in that group that we
brainstormed the idea for a man

I read a book years back about the
making of Swingers, Jon Favareau’s
first film. These were people who
were passionate about film and the
industry and who all wanted to be
successful. They ended up being
very successful A-list talent. So I
surround myself with people who
feel they deserve to be on top and
try their hardest to achieve it.
:: WHO IS YOUR INSPIRATION /
MENTOR?
Robert Rodriquez is quite the
inspiration for me. He started out
with nothing. Made a film that
won Sundance for $8000 and then
went on to make some of the most
entertaining films the way he wants
to make films. He writes, shoots,
edits, directs. He is a renaissance
man of modern cinema who never
tells a bad story, or has one said
about him.
:: WHAT ARE SOME CHALLENGES
THAT YOU’VE DEALT WITH ON THE
PROJECT?
Well, budget certainly is one of
them. Without money you can get
things like crew or items you need to
make a shoot successful. Fortunately
everyone who came out was stellar
in their execution and even though
some of them lacked in experience,
they made up for it in excitement for
the project.
:: WHAT WAS A REWARDING
MOMENT?
One particular member of the
cast who first went on about
how amazing the script was later
mentioned that I was a better

director than an A-list director they
had worked with. It’s very flattering,
and I’ll take the compliment, but I
don’t know how true it is. Maybe in
her experience, it is. But that made
me feel great.
:: WHERE DO YOU INTEND ON
TAKING IT? •
It is currently on Amazon Prime and
Vimeo on Demand, with a release on
Itunes later this summer.
:: WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST
ACHIEVEMENT?
I’ve had a commercial on the
Superbowl and another short list
at Cannes Lions. The Cannes Lions
commercial is for local beer out
of Calgary called Big Rock Beer.
Every year they have a competition
where people submit commercials.
Ours ended up going all the way
to Cannes Lions and landing in the
top 5% of the alcoholic beverage
category, beating out ‘The Most
Interesting Man in the World’
campaign for Dos Equis. Ironically I
didn’t make it to Cannes that year,
but just happened to have a really
good friend there, and she called
me up to tell me that I short-listed. If
I were to have won, she would have
accepted the award. That would
have been a highlight of my life.
:: WHAT IS NEXT FOR YOU?
I am currently writing a Lifetime
movie with Ward Anderson. In
development for a horror franchise
and Pre-production for a comedy
Christmas movie called Friendmas.
A group of friends who haven’t seen
each other since last Christmas
get together and rehash all of the
problems they have with each other
only to realize what they love about
each other in the first place.
VITALS:: by Five Strangers Films
is directed and written by Marc
Morgenstern. Stars Christopher
Showerman, Charlene Amoia,
Tim Russ and Sachin Mehta. It’s
produced by Tanya Graham, Phyllis
Arkell, Marc Morgenstern, Calix
Reneau and Sherri Reeves.

CHRISTOPHER SHOWERMAN
RICHARD CARSON

CHARLENE AMOIA
DR. JANE CARSON

THE SURGEON
TIM RUSS

Christopher Showerman was
raised outside a small farming
community in Michigan. He
became an Eagle Scout at 14 and
remains an avid outdoorsman
and archer today.

Charlene Amoia grew up in
Buffalo, New York, relocating to
Las Vegas at the age of 15. She
would later move to Los Angeles
to pursue her love of acting.
Amoia enjoyed a successful
modeling career, and appeared
in many commercials, before
she landed a part on popular
soap “Port Charles”. The part
on the daytime drama led to
guest appearances in the likes
of “Joey”, “Girlfriends”, “Nip/
Tuck”, “90210” and “The Young
& The Restless”, in which she
played the recurring role of Anna
Schick.Amoia is perhaps best
known for playing the recurring
role of Wendy the waitress on
the hit sitcom “How I Met Your
Mother”. In addition to a recent
recurring role on “Days of Our
Lives”, Amoia has appeared
in several recent feature films
including “Seven Pounds” (2008)
with Will Smith, “American
Reunion” (2012) with Jason
Biggs, Mena Suvari and Thomas
Ian Nicholas, and “The Longer
Day of Happiness” (2012).The
actress, seen as Diana Coto on
TV drama “Switched at Birth”
and Grey’s Anatomy.

Tim Russ has been on many TV
shows and movies - including
The Twilight Zone, Amazing
Stories, thirtysomething, Jake
and the Fatman, 21 Jump Street,
Beauty and the Beast, The
People Next Door, Mancuso, FBI,
Family Matters, The Fresh Prince
of Bel-Air, Tequila and Bonetti,
SeaQuest 2032, Dark Justice,
Murphy Brown, Monty, Star Trek:
Voyager, Melrose Place,Any Day
Now, The Highwayman, Star
Trek: The Next Generation and
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine,
among others.

After earning a music
composition degree from MSU,
Showerman moved to LA where
he has performed in several high
profile projects, including The
O.C., CSI Miami, Lion’s Gate’s Sea
Of Fear, SyFy’s Land That Time
Forgot and Big Game with C.
Thomas Howell. He also starred
as George in Disney’s George of
the Jungle 2. He just finished
filming and producing the
upcoming Music Drama Radio
America and also starred as a
psychopath in the psychological
thriller Lady Bug.
An advocate for youth,
Christopher has trained many
young people in music, athletics,
and acting. He has coached
teams with Special Olympics
and has created a personal
development/esteem building
seminar he has presented to
various youth organizations.

Along with his television
experience he has also played
in a variety of films, including
Crossroads, Fire with Fire,
Timestalkers, Spaceballs, Death
Wish 4: The Crackdown, Pulse,
Bird, Roots: The Gift, Eve of
Destruction, Dead Silence, Night
Eyes II, Mr. Saturday Night,
Star Trek: Generations, Dead
Connection, East of Hope Street.
During his comprehensive
acting career he appeared in
numerous theatrical productions
including “Romeo & Juliet”,
“Barrabas”, “Dream Girls”, “As You
Like It”, “Twelfth Night”, “Cave
Dwellers” among others.
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Sachin Mehta was
born and raised in Los
Angeles. He is a licensed
attorney, and got his
first legal job as a public
defender in the territory
of American Samoa.
Representing persons
charged with crimes, he
returned to LA only after
he lost his South Pacific
home to a hurricane.In
addition to running his
small law practice,

Claudia Wells is an
American actress who
was born in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia,
but grew up in San
Francisco, CA. Wells
gained celebrity
notoriety by starring in
the 1985 film BACK TO
THE FUTURE as Jennifer
Parker, Marty McFly’s
girlfriend. Also in 1985,
Wells co-starred in
STOP THE MADNESS,
an anti-drug music
video sponsored by the
Reagan administration,
featuring several famous
musicians, actors and
athletes.

As the youngest of eight
children, raised on Tybee
Island, Georgia, Eamon
Sheehan knew of two
things he desperately
wanted to do in his life:
play football and be
an actor. His football
career led him to Yale
University and an even
more intense pursuit
of his acting career.
While attending Yale,
he appeared in stage
productions from
Tennessee Williams
to Chekhov, as well as
numerous student films.

Growing up in Idaho and
Texas, Nick has appeared
in Independent films
as well as numerous
television shows
including Dexter, House,
CSI NY and Cold Case.

Sachin has appeared in
a variety of commercials
and short films, and
his voice can be heard
in various voiceover
projects. Recently,
Sachin starred in
the feature film “The
Advocate,” in which he
once again dons the role
of a criminal defense
attorney.
Sachin is passionate
about basketball and is
an avid Argentine tango
dancer.

The following year,
she appeared in the
television movie BABIES
HAVING BABIES and
played the lead in the
short-lived series FAST
TIMES, a television
adaptation of the
popular 1982 film FAST
TIMES AT RIDGEMONT
HIGH. Despite her career
moving forward on
a coveted glide path
toward entertainment
success, Claudia took
a break from acting
when her mother was
diagnosed with cancer.

Following graduation,
Eamon moved to Los
Angeles to continue his
acting career. He has
appeared in numerous
feature films from
Parker to SpongeBob
Squarepants 2. He
has also continued his
theater career in Los
Angeles, most recently
in the award winning
BRENDAN, and a
member of Theatre
Banshee.

Having just finished
making the feature film
Past God that he wrote,
directed and starred,
Nick looks forward
to continuing on his
path as an actor and
filmmaker.

MARC MORGENSTERN
DIRECTOR/WRITER/PRODUCER

CALIX RENEAU
PRODUCER

Marc’s wide range of experience
comes from several different
disciplines in the film and
television industry. Marc’s first
film “The Vampire Conspiracy”
premiered in 2005 and has
gone on to gain worldwide
distribution.

A graduate of both the UCLA
producing and screenwriting
programs, Calix Lewis Reneau
is an amazing writer because
as an ardent connoisseur of
story, Calix understands the
critical elements that constitute
a superior screenplay. While
he respects the rules of the
game, he is bold to take risks
that expose the fury and frailty
of humanity, seeing past the
obvious to reveal the complex
dimensions in his characters and
to elevate his commercial stories
with depth and vision.

In 2005 Marc was instrumental
in developing and directing
the TV series HouseCapades,
starring Mike Bullard and saw
it run a full four seasons. Since
then he’s been involved in
several different award-winning
projects including a series of
PSA devoted to teaching kids
about the dangers of smoking,
allergies and hand washing, As
well as the multi-award winning
commercial ‘Poker Face” which
brought home a coveted
Mobius award as well as was
a finalist in the 2010 Cannes
Lions Awards for Creativity.
Not only has Marc achieved
success as a director, but as a
writer as well, where three of his
films are currently optioned to
become feature films with him
holding the helm as director.
Marc currently lives in Los
Angeles with his wife Tanya.

Both amiable and professional,
with a keen perception and
respect for the lens, Calix
joyfully works with the vision
of the director, producers and
actors. Calix creates projects
that regularly attract top
Hollywood talent who choose to
work with him repeatedly.
In the last four years, Calix
has produced over 30 original
projects, including shorts,
iPhone apps, animation, sitcom
pilots, talk shows, and four
feature films.

SHERI REEVES
PRODUCER
Sheri Reeves has over 25
years of entertainment
experienceranging from
local tv/radio to international
productions. Aftermoving to
Los Angeles from Hawaii via
the East Coast, Sheri’s worked
with theWalt Disney Studios,
Sony Pictures, CBS, as well as
manysmaller entertainment
players.
Her background as a producer
and a production controller
brings that fiscal oversight key
to allproductions. Her corporate
experience had her running
apublicity company, negotiating
contracts, and implementing
costsavings. Sheri earned her
MBA from Regent University.
As a producer, Sheri recently
secured distribution, both
domestic and foreign, for the
feature film JACK THE REAPER,
a 2011 Cannes Film Festival
Award winner.

“I CAN’T DO THE SURGERY HERE.“ Tim Russ as The Surgeon, Christopher Showerman
as Richard, Cutis Lovegren as Carl
You can download the pictures in this press kit by
going to http://www.vitalsmovie.com/press

“THAT HAPPENED.“ Charlene Amoia as Dr. Jane Carson

CAST
Richard Carson
Christopher Showerman
Dr. Jane Carson
Charlene Amoia
Kaliya Patel		
Sachin Mehta
The Surgeon		
Tim Russ
Phillip			Eamon Sheehan
Carl			Curtis Lovegren
Joseph			Nick McCallum
Ashley 			
Brenda Schmid
Police Chief		
Daniel Williams
Hindi Operator
Harman Singh
Commercial VO
Redd Horrocks
Prisoner		
Ashley Tinnon
Prisoner		
Calix Lewis Reneau
Prisoner		
Shari Reeves
Prisoner		
Bob Belkian
Prisoner		
Dylan Hanson
Man in Tub		
Marc Morgenstern
CREW
1st AD			
2nd AD		

Richard J. Dubin
Shanalyse Barnett

Cinematographer
Dan Ayers
1st AC			
Marcelis Bradford
1st AC			
Rober Hunter
2nd Camera		
Byran Harris
Camera Assistant
Matthew MacClean
Gaffer			Christopher Gooch
Grip			Kathleen Jaffe
Key Sound Mixer
Sound Mixer		

Kenneth Lee Preacher
Daniel Filipe Silva

Editor			Marc Morgenstern
DIT/Editor		
Allan Schwartzenberger
Assembly Editor
Alex Lyons
Assistant Editor
Steve Blaxalls
Assistant Editor
Skylar Brugmans
Assistant Editor
Darrin Sayewich
Post Audio		

Dawit Zemene

Music Provided By
Incomptech
			Audiojungle.net
			stockmusic.net
Additional Music

Tony Vilgotsky

Key Make-Up		
Assistant Make-up

Gabriela Castellanos
Jocelyn Alcazar

Costumes		

Gabriela Castellanos

Production Designer
Art Director		
Set Construction
Set Construction

Alexandra Elyse Reneau
Natalie Gates
Calix Lewis Reneau
Emily Cunningham

Production Assistant		
Production Assistant		
Production Assistant		
Production Assistant		
Production Assistant		
Production Assistant		
Production Assistant		
Production Assistant		

Vic Chao
Justin Dowdell
Steven Leonard
Amber Lott
Calix Josiah Reneau
Chris Russel
Mike Shields
Tim Yao

Titles				Phantazma
End Credits			
S’up Productions
Contributors			Craig Moynes
				Frederic Ansaldo
				Robin Rutten
				Matt Clancey
				Ian Giggal
				Shane Morgenstern
				Nicholas Oddson
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				Vincent Thomas
				Veronica J. Valentini
				Josh Hayter
				Arlene Greenberg
Stock Music, SFX, Footage Video Blocks
Stock VFX, Footage		
Video Hive
Stock Music, SFX		
Audio Jungle
Stock Music			
Unique Tracks
				Classical Music Royalty Free
Music / Foley Editor		
Marc Morgenstern
Stock Sound			Freesound.org
‘Habenera” from the Opera “Carmen”
Written by Georges Bizet
Performed by the Apollo Symphany Orchestra
Courtesy of Chris Worth Productions
Used by Permisson. All Rights Reserved
“Let Me Call You Sweetheart.”
Written by Leo Friedman / Beth Slater Whitson
Performed by Bing Crosby
Courtesy of Decca Records
Creative Commons License - Public Domain
“Notorious”
Written by Ben Hecht / Directed by Alfred Hitchcock
Produced by: RKO Radio Pictures
Creative Commons License - Public Domain
Special Thanks to: 		
Johnathan Westwood
				Red Training

“THOSE CAMERAS ARE EXPENSIVE.” Sachin Mehta as Kaliya Patel

You can download the pictures in this press kit by
going to http://www.vitalsmovie.com/press.

“I HAVE A GUN NOW.” Christopher Showerman as Richard Carson.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
LIFE IMITATES ART IN MOVIE ABOUT ORGAN HARVESTING.
LOS ANGELES, CA, June 6, 2019, As life imitates art, Five Strangers Films is proud to announce that actor
Christopher Showerman, lead actor in the horror/thriller Vitals, about an abducted man who has his kidney
stolen, has decided to donate his own kidney to save a friend’s life.
In an act of pure generosity Christopher has not only donating his kidney, but he called Morgenstern to see if
this could in any way help pormote the film in that they made together that has just been released on Amazon Prime. “Chris is a man of pure gold. I have never met a man who has gone above and beyond as much as
he has.”
About Vitals
A man wakes up in an abandoned motel room submerged in a tub of ice - his kidney is missing. It’s only a
matter of time before he finds his wife in the adjacent room waiting to be the next victim to a horrible organ
harvesting organization. Even though they’ve taken the trip to work on their failing marriage, they must now
work together and use each other’s wits and skills to escape before their captors return and finish the job.
Multiple award-winning writer / director Marc Morgenstern achieved worldwide distribution with his first
feature film The Vampire Conspiracy and now is tackling the seedy underbelly of illegal organ harvesting.
Marc is joined by an all-star cast including: Tim Russ, (Star Trek: Voyager, Live Free and Die Hard), Christopher Showerman, (George of the Jungle 2, Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., Supergirl), Charlene Amoia, (How I Met
Your Mother, American Reunion, Grey’s Anatomy), Claudia Wells, (Back to the Future), Sachin Mehta, (The
Advocate).
You can currently view Vitals on Amazon Prime or Vimeo On Demand.
###

